We use the variational principle approach to derive the large N holographic dictionary for two-dimensional TT -deformed CFTs, for both signs of the deformation parameter. The resulting dual gravitational theory has mixed boundary conditions for the non-dynamical graviton; the boundary conditions for matter fields are undeformed. When the matter fields are turned off and the deformation parameter is negative, the mixed boundary conditions for the metric at infinity can be reinterpreted on-shell as Dirichlet boundary conditions at finite bulk radius, in agreement with a previous proposal by McGough, Mezei and Verlinde. The holographic stress tensor of the deformed CFT is fixed by the variational principle, and in pure gravity it coincides with the Brown-York stress tensor on the radial bulk slice with a particular cosmological constant counterterm contribution. In presence of matter fields, the connection between the mixed boundary conditions and the radial "bulk cutoff" is lost. Only the former correctly reproduce the energy of the bulk configuration, as expected from the fact that a universal formula for the deformed energy can only depend on the universal asymptotics of the bulk solution, rather than the details of its interior. The asymptotic symmetry group associated with the mixed boundary conditions consists of two commuting copies of a state-dependent Virasoro algebra, with the same central extension as in the original CFT.
Introduction
There has been plenty of recent interest in the TT deformation [1, 2] , a universal irrelevant deformation of two-dimensional QFTs. This deformation is remarkable for a number of reasons: i) certain observables, such as the finite-size spectrum and the S-matrix, can be computed exactly [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , ii) there are indications, based on the study of the S-matrix, that the resulting theory is UV-complete, though non-local [3, 8, 9] and iii) TTdeformed CFTs have found a wide variety of interesting applications, from QCD to two-dimensional quantum gravity to string quantization [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Various interesting directions are explored in [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] .
Besides its relevance for understanding a novel ultraviolet behaviour in a class of two-dimensional QFTs, the TT deformation has also found very interesting applications in holography. In particular, the proposal of [26] , which relates the negative sign 1 TT deformation of two-dimensional CFTs to AdS 3 gravity with a finite "bulk cutoff", i.e. with Dirichlet boundary conditions at a finite radial distance in the bulk, has received significant attention in the holography literature. As a non-trivial check of this proposal, [26] showed that the energy of black holes as measured by an observer on the respective radial slice reproduces the energy spectrum of the TTdeformed CFT. This proposal was subsequently generalized to higher dimensions [27] [28] [29] , inclusion of matter fields [30] , entanglement entropy calculations [31] [32] [33] [34] and applications to the dS/dS correspondence [35] . In a different interesting development, [36] [37] [38] [39] have brought substantial evidence that a particular stringtheoretical realization of a single-trace variant of the TT deformation is holographically dual to string theory in an asymptotically linear dilaton background. In this article, we will exclusively focus on the universal double-trace TT deformation studied in [26] .
In relating the TT deformation to holography with Dirichlet boundary conditions at finite bulk radius, there are two "philosophical" stances one may take. One stance, which is prevalent in [30] and in the higherdimensional analyses, is to take the radial bulk cutoff as the defining property of the deformation, and work out the implications for the boundary theory. As is well known [40] [41] [42] , Dirichlet boundary conditions at finite distance in the bulk correspond on-shell to mixed boundary conditions at infinity, which in turn imply turning on double-trace deformations in the dual CFT [43, 44] . For the metric, these correspond precisely to the TT deformation. For matter fields, one needs to add multitrace deformations associated with all the low-lying operators in the theory, most of which will be irrelevant. The resulting effective theory will have a cutoff of order the inverse double-trace coupling, which roughly corresponds to the cutoff radius in the bulk. At infinite N , calculations in this effective field theory ought to, by construction, reproduce gravitational calculations in presence of the radial cutoff. It is less clear, however, how to extend these calculations to subleading orders in 1/N , as one would need to understand how to define the finite cutoff in gravity beyond the classical level 2 . The other point of view follows the usual AdS/CFT philosophy that it is the boundary theory that defines the bulk, and in particular the boundary conditions that the bulk fields should obey. Given the indication that two-dimensional TT -deformed CFTs are UV complete, it is interesting to derive their precise bulk dual. In this article, we use the variational principle approach to show that at the level of classical gravity, the bulk dual to a TT -deformed holographic CFTs consists of the same gravitational theory as in the undeformed case, but with nonlinearly mixed boundary conditions for the boundary graviton, as expected from the fact that a double-trace deformation involving the stress tensor is turned on. These mixed boundary conditions, which are given explicitly in (2.28), hold for both signs of the deformation parameter and also in presence of matter fields, provided only expectation values of the operators dual to them are turned on. The boundary conditions for matter fields are unaffected by the deformation, as expected from the fact that no double-trace couplings for their dual operators are present.
If one concentrates on purely gravitational backgrounds and negative deformation parameter, the boundary condition (2.28) precisely corresponds, at full non-linear level, to fixing the induced metric on a bulk surface with constant Fefferman-Graham coordinate ρ c ∝ |µ|. In this particular case, one can recover the proposal of [26] , who were working in Schwarzschild coordinates, by a careful analysis of the phase space of the theory with mixed boundary conditions. We also find that the deformed stress tensor precisely coincides with the Brown-York energy-momentum tensor on the cutoff surface with a very particular counterterm added, namely a boundary cosmological constant. As already shown in [26] , this stress tensor yields an answer for the deformed energies that is in perfect agreement with the field theory prediction. Note however that, in contradistinction to previous works, in our analysis the counterterm is not merely a convenient choice, but is in fact fixed by the variational principle, resulting in a completely unambiguous expression for the conserved charges. Also note that since from the point of view of the mixed asymptotics, the boundary conditions at ρ ∝ |µ| are emergent, this surface does not in general play any special role, and the TT -deformed CFT captures the entire bulk spacetime. This fits well with the integrability and expected UV-completeness of TT -deformed CFTs.
If a matter field profile is turned on, then the boundary conditions (2.28) no longer correspond to fixing the induced boundary metric on the ρ ∝ |µ| bulk surface, and in section 4 we illustrate this fact in a simple example. The example consists of a bulk configuration that is supported outside the would-be "cutoff" surface, but is nevertheless perfectly well described by the TT -deformed CFT if we use the mixed boundary conditions; this supports our finding that the region outside the ρ ∝ |µ| surface should be included in the holographic dictionary. Another neat lesson that one can draw from this example concerns the imaginary energy states present for µ < 0 in the deformed CFT on a circle. For purely gravitational configurations, these were associated with the "cutoff" surface disappearing behind the horizon; however, the matter configuration we present does not have a horizon, and the imaginary energies are now related to the breakdown of a certain coordinate transformation that only depends on near-boundary quantities. This again shows that the effect of the TT deformation is strictly concentrated at the boundary -as one would expect from the universal formula for the TT -deformed spectrum -though a compelling bulk interpretation is possible in particular states.
Given the boundary conditions that we have derived, one natural question is to determine the diffeomorphisms that preserve them and the algebra of the associated conserved charges. Even though the conformal symmetries of the original CFT are completely broken by the TT deformation, we interestingly find that the algebra of conserved charges in the deformed CFT still consists of two commuting copies of a Virasoro algebra, with the same central extension as before the deformation. The symmetry generators depend on a state-dependent coordinate, similarly to what was previously found in the case of JT -deformed CFTs [49] . It is interesting to remark that when acting on a purely gravitational background such as a black hole, these diffeomorphisms behave as coordinate transformations that leave a surface of finite bulk radius invariant (even though their true action is on the asymptotic data at infinity), thus providing a way to associate well-defined conserved charges and an asymptotic symmetry group to a finite radius in the bulk.
This article is organised as follows. In section 2, we use the variational principle approach to derive the large N holographic dictionary for TT -deformed CFTs. In section 3, we perform a detailed analysis of the gravitational phase space corresponding to TT -deformed CFTs on Minkowski space, including a careful match of the energy to the field theory result and a derivation of the asymptotic symmetries. In section 4, we study a simple example of a bulk configuration supported by matter fields, which very clearly illustrates how the entire bulk effect of the TT deformation is encoded in the asymptotic boundary conditions. We conclude with a discussion in section 5. Appendix A collects several details of the flow equations used in section 2.
Derivation of the large N holographic dictionary
In this section, we provide a derivation of the holographic dictionary for TT -deformed holographic CFTs, i.e. CFTs with a large central charge c and a small number of low-dimension operators. We start with a brief review of the usual holographic dictionary for pure three-dimensional gravity. Then, we derive the flow equations for the sources and expectation values of the stress tensor and various other CFT operators under the TT deformation, using the variational principle approach. Subsequently, we interpret our large N field-theoretical results from the gravitational perspective.
Setup
The most general solution of Einstein's equations with a negative cosmological constant can be expressed in radial gauge by the Fefferman-Graham expansion
αβ (x α ) + ρ g (4) αβ (x α ) (2.1)
In three dimensions, the expansion truncates at second order [50] . The Einstein equations determine g (4) αβ algebraically in terms of g (2) αβ and g
The trace and divergence of g (2) αβ are also determined in terms of g
According to the usual AdS 3 /CFT 2 correspondence, the partition function of the CFT on a space with metric g (0) corresponds to the gravitational partition function with Dirichlet boundary conditions for the metric at infinity, which amounts to fixing (the conformal class of) g (0) on the AdS 3 boundary. Upon performing holographic renormalization, one finds that the coefficient g (2) in the asymptotic metric expansion is proportional to the expectation value of the stress tensor of the boundary CFT or, more precisely [51, 52] 
The constraints (2.3) on g (2) translate into the Ward identities that the CFT stress tensor satisfies. Correlation functions of the stress tensor are computed by evaluating the on-shell action for an arbitrary boundary metric g (0) and appropriate boundary conditions in the AdS interior, and then taking functional derivatives with respect to g (0) . This also holds in presence of matter configurations that respect the asymptotically AdS 3 boundary conditions -i.e., when only expectation values of the operators dual to matter fields are turned on. The latter affect the subleading coefficients of the metric in the Fefferman-Graham expansion, but do not change the relation (2.4) between the asymptotic metric coefficients and the CFT stress tensor, nor the holographic Ward identities (2.3).
We would now like to add the double-trace TT deformation to the CFT action, with either sign. As is well known, double trace deformations at large N simply amount to a change of boundary conditions for the dual bulk fields [43, 44] , i.e. a modified relation between the coefficients in the asymptotic expansion of the bulk fields and the source and expectation values of the dual operators. The latter can be determined quite generally from the variational principle, see e.g. [53] for a discussion.
Variational principle
In this section we use the variational principle method to determine how the sources and expectation values in the TT -deformed CFT change as we vary the deformation parameter. This method has been reviewed at length in [49] , where it was used to derive the holographic dictionary for JT -deformed CFTs. The latter was shown to perfectly reproduce the energy spectrum of JT -deformed CFTs from holography.
The basic procedure is to write the variation of the deformed on-shell action (i.e. the generating functional of the field theory) in presence of the double-trace deformation S d.tr. as the variation of a new on-shell action, which depends on the deformed sources and operators. Schematically, we have
where the label inside square brackets indicates whether the respective quantity belongs to the original or to the deformed CFT. This equation can in principle be derived using the Hubbard-Stratonovich method, together with large N factorization. Solving (2.5) yields an expression for I [µ] and O [µ] in terms of the undeformed sources and expectation values, which allows one to derive the new holographic dictionary. While this method is usually only valid at large N , given that the expectation value of the TT operator factorizes in arbitrary translationally invariant states, it is likely that the equations we derive in this section also hold to subleading orders in 1/N ; however, we have not carefully studied this issue, given that we will only compare the field theory results to classical gravity calculations.
Let us now apply the variational principle approach to the TT deformation, which is defined by incrementally adding to the action 3 the TT operator
where T = γ αβ T αβ and the minus sign is due to the fact that we work in Euclidean signature. For simplicity, we have dropped the µ label of O TT . The variation of the euclidean QFT action as the boundary metric γ αβ is varied is
Using (2.5) and the definition of the TT deformation, the change in the source and expectation value of the stress tensor as µ is infinitesimally varied is given by the following flow equation
This translates into
Equating the terms being varied and their coefficients, we find
A more detailed discussion of these flow equations and their solution can be found in appendix A. In short, it is convenient to introduce the quantityT αβ ≡ T αβ − γ αβ T = − αγ βδ T γδ , in terms of which the flow equations take an extremely simple form
Since the third µ-derivative of the metric vanishes, the solution to these flow equations is simply
The above equations relate the background metric and stress tensor expectation value in the deformed theory to the metric and stress tensor expectation value of the undeformed CFT. The expression for T [µ] αβ can be obtained by subtracting fromT
αβ its trace times γ
αβ . This stress tensor is expected to be conserved with respect to the deformed metric (2.12); however, this property is not at all obvious from the above formulae. In the following subsection we will use the bulk interpretation of the deformed stress tensor to show that it is indeed conserved with respect to γ [µ] . Using (2.12), it can be shown that the expectation value of the deforming operator ( √ γO TT ) [µ] does not flow with µ -see appendix A for a proof. Thus, rather than adding the deformation incrementally as in (2.8), one could as well define the TT deformation directly at finite µ by adding to the CFT action the undeformed TT operator with a finite coefficient. In that case, the intermediate steps of the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation used to derive the flow equations (2.5) are very similar to the definition of the TT deformation by coupling the CFT to topological gravity [6] , provided we work in the vielbein, rather than the metric, formalism. It would be interesting to investigate if this connection can be made more precise.
The fact that the deforming operator does not change with µ can also be used to obtain an exact expression for the trace of the stress tensor along the flow. First, we have
Since the original theory we are deforming is a CFT, the trace of the stress tensor is determined by the conformal anomaly
(2.14)
The Ricci scalar of the boundary metric satisfies a flow equation of the form
Using the conservation of the instantaneous stress tensor (which will be proved in the next subsection) and the vanishing of the Einstein tensor in two dimensions, the above flow equation reduces to
Together with (A.1), this implies that the quantity √ γ R stays constant along the flow. Combining this with (2.13), we find
which represents an exact relation at finite µ between the trace of the deformed stress tensor and the deforming operator that holds at least inside all semiclassical expectation values. Our derivation extends the fieldtheoretical proof of this relation at finite µ beyond the case of a free scalar [2] . So far, we have only discussed the change in the source and expectation value of the stress tensor as the TT coupling is varied. Nothing prevents us though from infinitesimally turning on sources for arbitrary operators in the theory, case in which the variational principle implies
The natural solution is to have
for the operators dual to matter fields, while the flow equations for the metric and stress tensor are as before. Thus, we find that the sources for the matter operators are unaffected by the TT deformation, while their expectation values are multiplied by the ratio of the metric determinants, which is given in (A.6).
Holographic dictionary for TT -deformed CFTs
So far, we have presented a purely field-theoretical argument for how the sources and expectation values in TT -deformed CFTs change with the deformation parameter. In this subsection, we interpret our results in holography. Let us first concentrate on the case of pure gravity, i.e. we turn off the vevs and sources for all operators but the stress tensor. In this case, the most general solution to the pure Einstein's equations is given by (2.1), and our task is simply to specify the relation between the various asymptotic metric coefficients and the source and expectation value of the stress tensor. Since the theory that we are deforming is a CFT, dual to AdS 3 with Dirichlet boundary conditions, the initial CFT metric γ [0] should be identified with the coefficient g
in the Fefferman-Graham expansion (2.1), while g (2) corresponds to the initial expectation value of the CFT operatorT αβ defined in (2.4)T
The above identifications also hold in the presence of matter. In pure gravity, we additionally find that the combinationT
After turning on the TT deformation, the source for the stress tensor is γ
αβ , which by (2.12) corresponds to a non-linear combination of the metric and stress tensor expectation value in the original CFT. Using the undeformed holographic dictionary, it can be rewritten as
thus corresponds to a mixed non-linear boundary condition on the asymptotic metric. Notice that this boundary condition exactly corresponds to fixing the induced metric on a constant ρ = ρ c surface, with
We thus find that for µ < 0, the quantity γ
αβ conjugate to the stress tensor in the deformed theory does have the interpretation of induced metric on the ρ = ρ c surface, in agreement with the earlier proposal of [26] . For µ > 0, the formula (2.22) still holds, even though the interpretation as the induced metric on a physical radial slice is no longer possible.
Using (2.20) and (2.21), the expression (2.12) for the deformed hatted stress tensor translates intô
from which the full stress tensor is easily obtained. It is interesting to compare this to the Brown-York stress tensor on the ρ = ρ c surface, defined as [55]
where K αβ is the extrinsic curvature of the ρ = ρ c surface
Thus, we find that the stress tensor itself can be written in terms of the extrinsic curvature as
Up to conventions, this is exactly the expression used in [30] , which corresponds to adding a cosmological constant counterterm on the ρ = ρ c surface.
The identification of the deformed stress tensor with the Brown-York stress tensor on the ρ = ρ c surface shows that the former obeys the correct Ward identities, i.e. it is conserved with respect to the deformed metric γ
[µ] αβ = ρ c g αβ (ρ c ). This property would be much more difficult to prove just using (2.12) and the Ward identities that the undeformed stress tensor satisfies. On the other hand, since (2.12) holds also in presence of expectation values for other operators, we conclude that the deformed stress tensor is always conserved, as long as the sources for the operators dual to matter fields are set to zero.
Even though for µ < 0 the mixed boundary conditions (2.22) can be reinterpreted as Dirichlet boundary conditions on a fixed radial slice, it is important to note that the two variational principles are not equivalent. For example, Dirichlet boundary conditions at finite radius allow for the addition of arbitrary local counterterms constructed from the metric induced on the surface, which leads to an ambiguity in the quasilocal stress tensor and the associated conserved charges 5 . By contrast, all these counterterms except (2.27) are incompatible with the variational principle (2.5). This comment also applies to the higher-dimensional analyses of [27, 28] , where the mixed boundary conditions at infinity should also fix the form of the deformed stress tensor. Consequently, the charges constructed with this stress tensor do not suffer from redefinition ambiguities.
The holographic dictionary described above holds in pure gravity. If we also consider expectation values of the matter fields, the flow equations (2.12) still hold, leaving the mixed boundary conditions for the metric at infinity unchanged; explicitly, the combination that corresponds to the deformed metric is
which should be held fixed. In general this no longer corresponds to the induced metric on the ρ = ρ c bulk surface, nor does the deformed holographic stress tensor correspond to the Brown-York stress tensor on it 6 . We give an explicit example of this in section 4. This holographic dictionary holds in presence of arbitrary expectation values for the operators dual to matter fields, but with all sources for these operators set to zero, since a non-zero source would contribute to the stress tensor Ward identities [56] and modify the solution to the flow equations we have derived.
As far as matter fields are concerned, the holographic dictionary is almost the same as before the deformation. For a linearized scalar field in an asymptotically AdS 3 spacetime, the asymptotic Fefferman-Graham expansion takes the schematic form
where
is the source for the operator and O [0] is its expectation value. As long as the bulk matter field is linearized, it will not backreact on the background solution, which for simplicity we assume is purely gravitational and thus diffeomorphic to AdS 3 . Since all the diffeomorphisms that preserve radial gauge in AdS send ρ to a multiple of itself, and given that the sources I i for the operators dual to matter fields are unaffected by the TT deformation, it is clear that after the deformation the leading non-normalizable mode will still correspond to the source for the dual operator, while the leading normalizable mode will be proportional to its expectation value, up to certain background-dependent coefficients. For example, if we take the deformed metric to be Minkowski -as we will do in the following section -no rescaling of the radial coordinate is needed and the coefficient of ρ ∆/2 will be related to the expectation value O [µ] in the same way as
3. Analysis of the "asymptotically mixed" phase space Given a prespecified value of the metric γ [µ] on the space where the TT -deformed CFT is defined (and zero sources for the other operators) it is interesting to explicitly construct the phase space of dual gravitational solutions that are compatible with it, i.e. find the most general bulk metric that satisfies this boundary condition. This can then be used to understand the general properties of holographic operator expectation values and the symmetries of the deformed theory.
In this section, we work out explicitly the most general purely gravitational solution for which γ
αβ of the deformed theory is the Minkowski metric η αβ and compute the associated conserved charges and asymptotic symmetries. While the bulk interpretation of our results holds only in pure gravity (and, additionally, the interpretation of ρ c as a radial slice in the bulk holds only for µ negative), our expressions for the various boundary quantities such as the conserved charges are valid for both signs of the deformation parameter and also in presence of non-trivial profiles for the matter fields, as long as the latter do not affect the asymptotic form of the metric.
Explicit form of the bulk solution in pure gravity
The problem we are trying to solve is to find the most general solution for the functions g αβ and g (2) αβ , subject to the constraints (2.3) and the initial condition that the metric (2.28) on the finite ρ c surface equals an arbitrary prespecified function γ
αβ (x α ). In general, this problem appears hard to solve, due to the differential relation between the asymptotic metric components and the non-linear form of the boundary condition (2.28).
For simplicity, in this section we will take the space where the TT -deformed CFT lives to be the Lorentzian cylinder, with Minkowski metric and spatial identification φ ∼ φ + R. Since we work in pure gravity, this metric coincides with the induced metric on the ρ = ρ c surface
where U, V = φ±T are lightlike coordinates in the TT -deformed CFT. Since, as we have shown in the previous section, √ γ R is constant along the TT flow, the vanishing of the Ricci scalar of the deformed metric implies the vanishing of the Ricci scalar of the original metric g (0) . Thus, the most general bulk solution satisfying the boundary condition (3.1) can be obtained by applying a two-dimensional coordinate transformation (i.e., a bulk coordinate transformation that does not depend or act on ρ) to the most general bulk solution with g (0) αβ = η αβ . The latter is known as a Bañados geometry [57] and is parametrized by two arbitrary functions L(u) andL(v)
In these coordinates, the induced metric on the ρ = ρ c surface is
Equating this with (3.1), we find the following relation between the coordinates U, V of the TT -deformed CFT and the coordinates u, v of the auxiliary Bañados metric
where the integral starts at some arbitrary point. Notice that since L,L parametrize the expectation value of the stress tensor, the coordinates u, v are state-dependent. By using the relation between the functions L and the expectation value of the stress tensor in a CFT, T uu = L/(8πG ), and the explicit expression (2.23) for ρ c , we have the equivalent relation
which is reminiscent of the dynamical change of coordinates introduced in [3, 4] . The Fefferman-Graham expansion of the most general metric satisfying ds 2 c = dU dV can be found by acting with the inverse of the coordinate transformation (3.4) on each of the metric coefficients g (k) in (3.2). In the U, V coordinate system, the boundary metric becomes
where the arguments u, v should be viewed as functions of U, V determined by inverting (3.4). Even though the expression for the boundary metric appears to break down for large LL for both signs of µ, in the next subsection we will show that the quantity ρ 2 c LL is always smaller than one for µ positive. The expressions for g (2) and g (4) in the U, V coordinate system are given by
The holographic expectation value of the stress tensor is
αβ is given by (2.24). One can easily check that the stress tensor is conserved
which follows from the conservation of the Brown-York stress tensor when the metric on the ρ = ρ c surface is Minkowski.
To summarize, the most general purely gravitational bulk solution that has Minkowski metric on the ρ = ρ c surface is parametrized by two arbitrary functions, L(u(U, V )) andL(v(U, V )), where the state-dependent coordinates u(U, V ), v(U, V ) are given by inverting (3.4); this in general is a hard task. The full bulk solution is obtained by plugging (3.6) and (3.7) into the Fefferman-Graham expansion (2.1). We will sometimes denote this space of solutions as P µ . In presence of matter field expectation values, the most general g (0) and g (2) are still given by the formulae above, but the expression for g (4) is no longer universal, and in general there will be additional powers of ρ entering in the Fefferman-Graham expansion.
Energy and match to the CFT spectrum
A very basic check of the holographic dictionary proposed above is to consider the energy of translationally invariant configurations satisfying the mixed boundary conditions and to compare it with the known fieldtheoretical formula [1] for how the energy spectrum in the TT -deformed CFT depends on the initial energy and the deformation parameter. We will assume, as usual, that typical high energy states of the system correspond to black holes in the bulk theory we have constructed.
The deformed black hole solutions are given by (3.6), (3.7) with constant L(u) ≡ L µ andL(v) ≡L µ . The role of the index µ is to distinguish these parameters from the constants L 0 ,L 0 that label the undeformed BTZ solution dual to the original CFT state we will be comparing to. The energy and angular momentum in the deformed CFT are simply given by the integral of the deformed stress tensor over a fixed-time slice
where T = (U − V )/2, φ = (U + V )/2 are the timelike and, respectively, spacelike coordinate on the boundary. Using (3.8), their expression in terms of the parameters L µ ,L µ reads
We would now like to compare these to the energy and momentum of the corresponding state in the undeformed CFT, which is holographically dual to a Bañados geometry of the form
The relation between L 0 ,L 0 and the mass M and angular momentum J of the corresponding black hole is simply
Naively, one may think that once we bring the deformed black hole to the Bañados form (3.2), we should recover the undeformed black hole geometry, i.e. we should have L µ = L 0 andL µ =L 0 . The reason this is not the case is that the state-dependent coordinates u, v do not have the correct spatial identifications to correspond to the undeformed black hole solution.
There are two ways of finding the relation between L 0 and L µ . The first, which is the most conceptually straightforward, is to use the fact that TT induces a smooth deformation of the energy levels that does not change the local degeneracy of states of approximately the same energy; in the bulk picture, this implies that the TT deformation does not change the horizon area of a black hole corresponding to a given energy eigenstate. Another quantity that does not change with µ is the momentum J µ -corresponding to angular momentum in the bulk -which is quantized and thus cannot depend on a continuous parameter. Thus, to determine which black hole in the undeformed theory corresponds to the deformed black hole of interest, one can simply match its horizon area and angular momentum to the horizon area and angular momentum of the deformed black hole.
In the undeformed theory, the bifurcation surface lies at Fefferman-Graham radial coordinate
which can be obtained by mapping the horizon radius from Schwarzschild coordinates to Fefferman-Graham gauge. Since φ ∼ φ + R, the horizon area is
In the deformed black hole, the location of the horizon is ρ h = (L µLµ )
Equating the horizon areas and the angular momenta of the solutions yields the following expression for
The corresponding solutions forL µ are given by the same expression with L 0 andL 0 interchanged and correlated signs. The solution that has a smooth ρ c → 0 (i.e., µ → 0) limit for fixed values of L 0 ,L 0 corresponds to the upper sign.
Let us now review the allowed parameter space for these solutions. In the original CFT, black holes have L 0 ,L 0 > 0, and we restrict our analysis to this region. For ρ c < 0 (µ > 0), the solution for L µ ,L µ is always given by the upper sign. In this case L µLµ ρ 2 c < 1, ∀L 0 ,L 0 > 0, so the boundary metric (3.6) and the horizon area (3.15) do not degenerate. On the other hand, for ρ c > 0 (µ < 0), there is a large region of the (L 0 ,L 0 ) parameter space for which the solution for L µ -and hence the deformed energy -is imaginary, as was first noted in [9] . In figure 1 below we plot the region where the deformed energy is positive as a function of L 0 andL 0 . On the boundary of this region, L µ =L µ = ρ −1 c , which in particular implies that along this boundary ρ c coincides with the horizon ρ h .
The domain can be divided into two regions: the solution in region I is given by the upper sign in (3.16), while in region II it is given by the lower sign. The region associated to real energies consists of two qualitatively distinct subregions: region I, where both ρ c L 0 and ρ cL0 are smaller than one, and region II, where at least one of them is larger than one and the angular momentum is non-zero. In region I, one must choose the upper sign in (3.16) in order to reproduce the CFT answer as ρ c → 0. In region II, which is not smoothly connected to the CFT 7 , one can require instead that the CFT energy is reproduced in the ρ c → 0 limit with ρ c L 0 held fixed; since L 0 ,L 0 in (3.16) always appear multiplied by ρ c , this is equivalent with takingL 0 → 0 with L 0 fixed. Requiring that the deformed energy (3.11) match L 0 (depicted by the dotted green line in Figure 2 ) in this limit indicates that for ρ c L 0 > 1, one should choose the lower sign in (3.16) .
It is interesting to ask whether region II of the parameter space is viable. One can check that for this range of the black hole parameters, (1 − ρ c L µ )(1 − ρ cLµ ) < 0. This may pose a problem, since the spacelike component of the boundary metric (3.6) is
Since φ is compact, this means that in energy eigenstates of the TT -deformed CFT that originate from region II, the boundary metric of the dual spacetime, which corresponds to the CFT metric γ [0] obtained by inverting the flow equation (2.12), is that of a space with closed timelike curves. This agrees with the findings of [9] and suggests that this region of parameter space should also be excluded. As noted by [58] , the states in region II can be mapped to the energies measured by an observer inside the inner horizon of the corresponding rotating black hole. We will come back to this point at the end of this section.
Pugging the solution (3.16) for L µ in terms of L 0 into the expression for the energy, we find
This formula holds for L 0 ,L 0 in region I -for L 0 ,L 0 inside region II one should flip the sign in front of the square root -and agrees with the answer derived in field theory [1, 2] , up to conventions. The second way to obtain the relation between L 0 and L µ , which is in fact technically simpler, is to find the coordinate transformation that brings the black hole metric from the form (3.6), (3.7) to the BTZ form. This coordinate transformation is fixed by the requirement that the periodicity of the φ coordinate be unmodified, i.e. one is only allowed to shift φ by a multiple of T and to rescale of T and ρ. Naturally, such a coordinate transformation will not affect the horizon area and the energy density. The result is
In terms of the new null coordinatesŨ ,Ṽ =φ ±T , the rescaled metric takes the Bañados form (3.2)
where the O(ρ) term is fixed by (2.2). Equating the coefficients of dŨ 2 and dṼ 2 with L 0 and respectivelyL 0 , we find precisely the relation (3.16) between L 0 and L µ .
In order for this coordinate transformation to be well-defined, we need L µ to be real, i.e. belong to one of the allowed regions. Note however that while in region I ρ andρ have the same sign, in region II their signs are different. A similar statement holds for the relative sign of T andT , which is best seen when rewriting
where the upper sign is valid in region I, and the lower one in region II. We will come back with an interpretation of this sign flip at the end of this section.
The conserved charges (3.10) can be written in a coordinate-invariant way as
where n α is the unit normal to equal-time slices, m β and σ are the unit tangent vector and the one-dimensional induced metric on a constant-time slice of the equal-ρ surface. The overall prefactor is a consequence of the fact that the induced metric on the cutoff surface is the Minkowski metric divided by ρ c 9 . Evaluating these expressions on the background (3.20), we immediately find agreement with our previous calculation, provided we evaluate the conserved charges atρ c , the BTZ radial coordinate corresponding via (3.21) to ρ = ρ c .
It is interesting to compare our calculation to that of [26] , which was performed in Schwarzschild coordinates and directly on the undeformed BTZ background 8 For completeness, the expressions forρ andφ in terms of L 0 ,L 0 are given bỹ
whereM = 2π M/R,J = 2π J/R and we have used the fact thatT andφ in (3.19) coincide with the Schwarzschild time and angular coordinate. The proposal of [26] was that the TT -deformed CFT is dual to AdS 3 gravity with a radial cutoff -i.e., with Dirichlet boundary conditions -on a surface of constant Schwarzschild coordinate r 2 c ∝ |µ| −1 . As a non-trivial check of this proposal, [26] showed that the energy measured by an observer on the r = r c surface agrees with the spectrum (3.18). Naively, this proposal appears different from ours: since the map between the Schwarzschild and the Fefferman-Graham radial coordinate depends on the black hole parameters M, J, the surface where r 2 c ∝ |µ|
in Schwarzschild coordinates is different from the surface where the Fefferman-Graham coordinate ρ c ∝ |µ|. Since the expression for the energy on the radial slice is coordinate invariant, it is not clear why the two calculations agree. The resolution is that in order to use the map (2.23) between µ and the radial slice, one must consider black holes belonging to the phase space P µ defined by (3.6)-(3.7). If one decides instead to work with black holes with Brown-Henneaux asymptotics, then one should use theρ Fefferman-Graham coordinate, which is related to ρ in a state-dependent manner. Thus, the relation between the Schwarzschild radial coordinate r and the Fefferman-Graham coordinate ρ on P µ is obtained by first transforming r to Fefferman-Graham gauge, via
and then using the relationship (3.21) betweenρ and ρ. A simpler way to find this relation is to equate g φφ in the Schwarzschild metric (3.24) with its counterpart in (3.6)-(3.7), finding
Magically, this satisfies r 2 (ρ c ) = ρ −1 c , and thus we find perfect agreement with the proposal of [26] . The Schwarzschild coordinates (3.24) can also be used to shed light [58] on the interpretation of the realenergy states that belong to region II. As we have already mentioned, in this region the effective FeffermanGraham coordinateρ has negative sign, which using (3.25) can be mapped to a constant radius surface inside the inner horizon, with r < r − = | √ L 0 − L 0 |. Furthermore, as is clear from (3.22) , the timeT runs backwards, as expected of the flow of the timelike Killing vector inside the inner horizon of a BTZ black hole.
If L 0 ,L 0 belong to region II, then r 2 in (3.25) varies between −∞ and its maximum value r 2 − as ρ varies between zero and infinity. Thus, a large region near the ρ = 0 conformal boundary of the geometries belonging to the deformed solution space P µ maps to the region behind the BTZ singularity at r = 0, which is known to contain closed timelike curves [59] . This holds in particular for the boundary metric (3.6), and gives a bulk interpretation of the CTCs uncovered in the analysis at the beginning of this section. While it is intuitive to interpret the energy of states in region II as the energy measured by observers inside the inner horizon, this identification is formal at best, as the entire region beyond the BTZ inner horizon is expected to be unstable. Thus, the likeliest conclusion of our analysis is that region II of the parameter space should also be excluded, as suggested by the arguments of [9] 10 . In summary, the energy computed using the holographic dictionary that we have proposed perfectly matches the field theory answer, provided we pay special attention to use black hole representatives that belong to the solution space P µ . Even though the details of our energy calculation naively appear slightly different from those of [26] , by carefully tracking the various identifications and rescalings between representatives of the original and deformed solution space, we show they are exactly the same. We have found, as was observed before, that a large part of the parameter space acquires imaginary energies, which corresponds precisely to situations when the ρ c surface is behind the horizon. Additionally, we showed that part of the real-energy parameter space may in fact be pathological, as it is identified with situations where the ρ c surface is inside the unstable inner horizon region.
Asymptotic symmetries
Given the space of gravitational solutions that we have derived, it is interesting to compute the asymptotic symmetries that act on it and their associated charge algebra. For this, we need to find the diffeomorphisms that leave the mixed boundary conditions at infinity -or, pictorially, the metric on the ρ = ρ c surfaceinvariant. As explained earlier, this intuitive pure gravity bulk picture does not place any restriction on the boundary quantities we analyse, since µ is not restricted to be negative and expectation values for the matter operators are also allowed.
Starting with the general background (3.6)-(3.7), the most general diffeomorphism that preserves radial gauge is
where in all the formulae above L = L(u(U, V )) andL =L(v(U, V )), with u(U, V ) and v(U, V ) determined by (3.4). The metric variation at the ρ = ρ c surface vanishes provided we choose
where f,f are arbitrary functions of their argument and L f ,Lf are defined as
In terms of f,f , the diffeomorphisms (3.27) read
Notice that these diffeomorphisms are field-dependent, i.e. they depend on the functions L,L that parametrize the background. Next, we would like to compute how ξ µ acts on L,L. This can be found by equating the change in the metric under the above diffeomorphisms to the variation of the three-dimensional background metric under a change in L,L 11 For completeness, we also give the components of these diffeos in terms of the u, v coordinate system (3.36) and solve for δ f,f L, δ f,fL . Note this system is highly overconstrained, since δ ξ g µν depends on the radial coordinate ρ, while δL, δL do not. The solution reads
These variations are very similar to those found in AdS 3 gravity with Dirichlet boundary conditions, except for the terms multiplying L and, respectively,L , which are responsible for the non-vanishing of δf L and δ fL . Notice that these terms, which reflect the change of the state-dependent coordinates u, v under the diffeomorphism, precisely equal ξ u,v (ρ = 0). This ensures that the new functions L,L specifying the background only depend on the new state-dependent u, v coordinates.
In the discussion to follow, it will be useful to split the asymptotic diffeomorphisms into two sets, one which only depends on f (u), and the other only onf (v). We will denote these sets as "left-moving" and, respectively, "right-moving", even though the denomination strictly only applies at µ = 0. The expression for these diffeomorphisms reads
Conserved charges and their algebra
We would now like to construct conserved charges associated with these asymptotic diffeomorphisms and compute their algebra. Given that the metric on which the TT -deformed CFTs is defined is Minkowski, the conserved charges are given by the usual formula
where as before φ =
These charges are conserved as a consequence of the conservation of the current
where χ B is a Killing vector on the cutoff surface. Naively, one would equate χ B with the restriction of the diffeomorphisms (3.39), (3.40) to the cutoff surface, but one can easily check that these are not surface Killing vectors with respect to the induced two-dimensional metric, but only with respect to the three-dimensional one. However, it is easy to check that by choosing
the corresponding currents (3.42) are conserved. Since f,f are arbitrary functions of their argument, these are the analogues of the infinite-dimensional family of conformal Killing vectors in two dimensions. Using the expression (3.8) for the stress tensor, we find
where we used (3.4) to write
Similarly, the right-moving charge is
We would now like to compute the charge algebra, which can be obtained by studying the change in the charge associated to a diffeomorphism parametrized by a function g when the background is modified by a diffeomorphism parametrized by another function f . The computation is complicated a bit by the fact that ∂ φ u, L and the state-dependent coordinate u all depend on the background fields. The variation of the charge (3.44) is
where δ f L and δ fL (which enters ∂ φ u) are given in (3.37), (3.38). The variation δ f u can be computed by varying u, v and the background fields in (3.4), with U, V kept fixed
The solution for dδu and dδv reads
To obtain δ f u, δ f v, we need to integrate the above equation, plugging in the expressions (3.37), (3.38) for δ f L, δ fL . We obtain
The expression for the variation of the charge becomes
where we have integrated by parts when necessary to simplify the expression 12 . This expression is antisymmetric in f, g, as expected, as can be seen by integrating by parts. The charge algebra is given by
The total derivative terms we have dropped are
The functions parametrising the diffeomorphism, as well as the functions parametrising the background, can be expanded in a basis of exponentials as follows
where κ is a state-dependent factor that can be determined from (3.45) and takes into account the fact that the periodicity of u depends on the zero modes of L andL. The associated conserved charges are given by
The charge algebra reads
In order to obtain a Virasoro algebra with the usual normalization, we define new generators L n = κ −2 L n and pass from Poisson brackets to commutators { , } → −i [ , ] . Their algebra is a standard Virasoro algebra with a state-independent central extension c = 3 /2G, i.e. the same as that of the undeformed CFT
It is also interesting to compute the variation of the right-moving charge
under the left-moving diffeomorphisms. We have
and thus we find that the right-moving generators commute with all the left-moving ones. Thus, the asymptotic symmetry algebra associated with the mixed boundary conditions (2.28) consists of two decoupled copies of the Virasoro algebra, just like in AdS 3 with Brown-Henneaux boundary conditions, with a state-independent central extension that is the same as before the deformation. The main difference with respect to the usual AdS 3 analysis is that the symmetry generators depend on a state-dependent coordinate.
The meaning of such a symmetry algebra is still to be understood from a field-theoretical perspective.
The charge algebra (without the central extension) can in principle be computed by evaluating the Lie bracket algebra of the corresponding diffeomorphisms [60, 61] . Since the diffeomorphisms (3.39)-(3.40) are field-dependent, we should use the modified Lie bracket algebra introduced by [62] , see also [63] [
where Φ represent the background fields and χ, η parametrize the diffeomorphisms. While evaluating this modified Lie bracket algebra appears to be as tedious as computing the charge algebra, it may be interesting to check whether the representation theorem is verified in a simple example, such as that of a purely left-moving background satisfyingL(v) = 0. The most general such metric takes the simple form
This set of backgrounds is closed under the action of purely left-moving diffeomorphisms. The most general diffeomorphism that leaves the metric at ρ = ρ c invariant is given by the restriction of (3.39) toL = 0
and induces a change δ χ L = 2Lχ + L χ − χ 2 /2 in the background field, as expected. The Lie bracket algebra of the bulk diffeomorphisms is (after an integration by parts) is
and its η ↔ χ counterpart, we immediately obtain the usual de Wit algebra for the diffeomorphisms
Thus, we find that at least for this particular subset, the modified Lie bracket algebra of the diffeomorphisms is the same as the algebra of the associated conserved charges. It would be interesting to check that this continues to be the case on the full phase space, as expected. Notice that the diffeomorphisms (3.39)- (3.40) are defined everywhere in the bulk, which is possible since we work in a purely gravitational background and in a fixed gauge. It would be interesting to find an asymptotic expansion of the metric that makes this algebra be obeyed only asymptotically, but on backgrounds that also allow for non-trivial matter field configurations.
Adding matter
So far, we have mostly concentrated on purely gravitational configurations, for which the mixed boundary conditions associated with the TT deformation are almost equivalent, for µ < 0, to Dirichlet boundary conditions at finite bulk radius. In this section, we would like to illustrate how the holographic dictionary we have derived handles the addition of non-trivial profiles for matter fields, and in particular how it differentiates between the mixed and the Dirichlet boundary conditions. As shown in [1] , the energy levels of a TT -deformed QFT on the cylinder are determined only in terms of the original energy and momentum of the level and the deformation parameter. This holds for any energy eigenstate, and in particular atypical ones dual to some matter configuration in the bulk 13 . A very simple example of a bulk configuration supported by matter fields is an infinitely thin shell in AdS 3 , of mass M and radius r sh much larger than the corresponding Schwarzschild radius. This situation is shown in figure 3 . The metric outside the shell is given by the usual BTZ metric
whereM = 2π M/R, as before. The metric inside the shell is just the global AdS 3 vacuum
where the rescaling β between the time of the inside and the outside geometry is chosen such that the metric is continuous across the shell AdS BTZ r = ∞ r sh r c Figure 3 : A constant-time slice through the thin shell geometry, which equals BTZ in the shaded outer region and vacuum AdS inside. When the r c surface is inside the shell, the induced stress tensor is just that of vacuum AdS. The quasilocal energy on this surface does not agree with the field theory answer for the deformed energy.
We have taken the radius of the φ circle to be R = 2π , and soM = M . The condition that the shell be outside its own Schwarzschild radius translates into β ∈ R.
To determine the matter distribution that supports this solution, we analyse the three-dimensional analogue of the Israel junction conditions [64] , which equate the change in the extrinsic curvature of the constant r sh surface across the shell to the energy-momentum tensor S αβ on the shell
Plugging in the explicit metrics, we find
Since β < 1, this matter stress tensor satisfies all reasonable energy conditions. This geometry corresponds to a highly atypical high-energy state with energy M and zero angular momentum. While it is not clear whether consistent large N CFTs contain states dual to such a configuration, this particular example is very simple to work with, and the physical lessons we draw from it are entirely universal. Let us now consider the same state in a TT -deformed CFT with µ < 0, so that ρ c > 0 has the interpretation of radial bulk distance. If the ρ = ρ c surface lies outside the shell, then we are back to the BTZ calculation of section 3.2 and both the mixed and the Dirichlet boundary conditions give the same answer for the energy of the state, which agrees with the QFT energy (3.18) . If, however, the ρ = ρ c surface lies inside the shell, then we will see a difference, since the geometry inside the shell is just vacuum AdS.
Let us start by computing the induced Brown-York plus counterterm stress tensor on a surface of constant r = r c < r sh
The corresponding "energy" in the local in-falling frame is
which evaluates to E(r c ) = − 1 4G 1 + r 2 c − r c (4.8)
Up to the factor of √ ρ c , this energy, evaluated at an appropriate radius r c , should be compared with the energy (3.18) in the deformed CFT, evaluated at R = 2π . If one extrapolates the proposal of [26] to this configuration and if the cutoff lies inside the shell at Schwarzschild coordinate r 2 c = 4πG /|µ| < r 2 sh , then one finds that the answer given by the would-be bulk cutoff proposal is independent of the energy of the initial state. This clearly does not agree with the field theory answer. On the other hand, since the energy computed using the mixed boundary conditions only depends on the asymptotic behaviour of the metric at infinitywhich is that of a BTZ black hole of mass M -the answer they give will still be identical to the BTZ one, in agreement with the field-theoretical prediction that it should only depend on the initial energy and no other detail of the CFT state.
Since the agreement between gravity and field theory follows just from the asymptotic behaviour of the metric, most of the intuitive geometric bulk picture associated to the TT deformation in [26] is lost in the thin shell background. First, notice that the particular configuration we study (depicted in figure 3 ) is supported by matter outside the would-be cutoff surface (since r sh > r c ), yet it can be perfectly well described in field theory. This supports our statement that the TT -deformed CFT describes the entire AdS 3 bulk spacetime without any cutoff. As we already mentioned, this makes perfect sense from the point of view of the integrability of the deformation, as well as the fact that the ρ = ρ c surface only has a special status in certain states.
Second, note that even though the bulk spacetime is entirely smooth 14 and horizonless, the energy formula (3.18) still predicts the appearance of imaginary energy states for |µ| > R/4M . To reproduce this feature, one needs to carefully take into account the fact that the geometries dual to states in the deformed CFT should belong to the deformed solution space P µ of backgrounds satisfying the boundary conditions (2.28), whereas the shell geometry (4.1) -dual to the undeformed CFT state -satisfies Brown-Henneaux boundary conditions.
To bring the shell geometry to an element of the solution space P µ , one simply needs to retrace the steps at the end of section 3.2 in reverse. The first step is to bring the shell geometry to Fefferman-Graham gauge, by letting
for r < r sh (4.9)
In terms of the Fefferman-Graham coordinateρ, the metric dual to the undeformed CFT state is
outside the shell, and
inside. However, these coordinates are not the ones parametrising the deformed phase space; rather, they correspond toρ,T andφ in (3.19) . To find ρ, we need to invert this coordinate transformation. Identifying t =T (asymptotic undeformed time) andφ = φ, the inverse of (3.21)-(3.22) is
This coordinate transformation breaks down for M > π /2|µ|, which is the correct value of the initial mass (for R = 2π ) at which the imaginary energy states appear. As expected, this value is completely independent of the details of the shell. The shell metric that does satisfy the correct boundary conditions to be part of P µ is then given by (4.10)-(4.11), rewritten in terms of the ρ, T coordinates (4.12). While for r sh < r c = 1/ √ ρ c , the induced metric on the r c surface is indeed the Minkowski metric (as shown in section 3.2), for r sh > 1/ √ ρ c this coincidence no longer happens. Moreover, the radial Schwarzschild coordinate on this surface no longer satisfies r 2 (ρ c ) = ρ −1 c as in (3.26) , but is rather given by the second line in (4.9) withρ evaluated atρ(ρ c ) and strongly depends on the details of the shell through the parameter α. However, one can easily check that the boundary conditions (2.28) are obeyed.
In conclusion, the study of this very simple matter configuration allows us to draw a number of useful lessons. First, we find that the mixed boundary conditions perfectly reproduce the field theory answer for the energy, while the would-be Dirichlet boundary conditions fail to do so. Second, we find that the holographic dictionary works perfectly well also for configurations supported outside the ρ = ρ c surface. Third, the compelling geometrical relation between the value of the deformation parameter for which the energies become complex and the r c surface being engulfed by the black hole horizon is lost -indeed, the background we study in this section does not have a horizon. Instead, we find that the onset of the complex energies is related to the breakdown, for a large enough values of |µ|, of the coordinate transformation that takes the asymptotically AdS geometry to one that belongs to the solution space P µ . This coordinate transformation only depends on the asymptotic behaviour of the metric and is insensitive to any fine-grained detail of the state.
The results of this section are rather expected from the point of view of the universality of the TT deformation. Namely, given that the expression for the deformed energies only depends on µ and the initial energy of the state, the deformed holographic dictionary can only depend on the universal near-boundary data. This conclusion extends to arbitrary backgrounds supported by matter fields.
Discussion
In this article, we have provided a first-principles derivation of the holographic dictionary for TT -deformed CFTs at large N . The main message of this work is that the holographic dual of a TT -deformed CFT has mixed boundary conditions at infinity for the non-dynamical graviton and Dirichlet boundary conditions for all the matter fields (assuming, for simplicity, that they can all be treated in standard quantization). This statement holds for both signs of the deformation parameter, and also in the presence of arbitrary expectation values for the operators dual to matter fields.
For µ negative and purely gravitational on-shell solutions, this dictionary agrees with the previous proposal of [26] , which related TT -deformed CFTs to gravity with Dirichlet boundary conditions at a finite radius in the bulk. In this case, the sole interpretational difference with respect to [26] concerns the region outside the would-be "cutoff" surface, which in their proposal was removed. Since TT -deformed CFTs are conjectured to be UV complete and in principle contain (non-local) observables of arbitrarily high energy, it makes sense that in the dual picture the entire spacetime should be kept, as this corresponds to the absence of a cutoff in the field theory. The mixed boundary conditions, being defined at infinity, naturally implement this requirement. As a exemplification of this point, we showed that in the presence of matter fields it is easy to construct configurations -such as the thin shell studied in section 4 -that are supported outside the would-be "cutoff" surface, yet are perfectly well described by the field theory.
Even though the relationship between TT and a finite bulk radius does not survive in general configurations, it is still useful in a large number of high energy states, since typical states in the CFT are modelled by black holes in the bulk. In such states, the TT -deformed CFT still has a geometric interpretation, very much along the lines of [26] , as describing the experience of an accelerated observer's laboratory in the bulk. This observer, depicted in figure 4 , is located at a fixed distance from the boundary, and their time is calibrated to not tick faster as the horizon is approached. It would be interesting if this setup could be used to relate observables in the bulk -in particular, high energy observables -to observables in the TT -deformed CFT, at least at large N 15 .
On a more technical level we have found that, after a number of non-trivial cancellations, the asymptotic symmetry group associated with the mixed boundary conditions consists of two decoupled copies of the Virasoro algebra, with the same central extension as in the undeformed CFT. These symmetries are associated to translations that depend in an arbitrary way on a state-dependent coordinate. Since via AdS/CFT, the asymptotic symmetries of a given spacetime correspond to symmetries of the dual field theory, this result Figure 4 : In typical high energy states, the TT -deformed CFT still has the interpretation of describing the experience of an accelerated observer's laboratory in the bulk, located at fixed radial coordinate r c .
suggests that TT -deformed CFTs posses an infinite number of symmetries, whose physical meaning is yet to be understood. It would be very interesting to find a realization of these symmetries directly in the field theory, to understand their representation theory and whether they survive at subleading orders in 1/N . Also note that on a BTZ background, these symmetries can be identified with the symmetries of the black hole in a finite box, which have been previously discussed in [65] .
There are many interesting technical and conceptual questions left to answer. One such question is to find a prescription for computing holographic correlation functions in TT -deformed CFTs. Even though it is not known whether TT -deformed CFTs have well-defined off-shell observables [3] , due to their description in terms of topological gravity [4] , one in principle expects to be able to make sense of holographic correlators, at least in a 1/N expansion. While the effects of the TT deformation on matter fields are usually expected at one loop [30] due to the µ ∼ 1/c scaling of the deformation parameter, one can also study them at the classical level by concentrating on heavy backgrounds, in which the expectation value of the stress tensor scales with c. The calculation of correlation functions of matter operators in such a classical background would naively correspond to a simple evaluation of the same Witten diagrams as in AdS 3 , but now in presence of a non-trivial background metric that satisfies the boundary conditions (2.28). However, the actual prescription seems to be more complicated, since in presence of matter sources the solution for the background metric γ
[0] will depend on them though the Ward identities that the stress tensor satisfies [56] . It would be interesting to see whether a careful analysis of the structure and divergences in presence of the mixed boundary conditions, e.g. using holographic renormalization, can reproduce the structure of divergences and perturbative correlators found in field theory [54] , or perhaps show hints that they are better behaved than expected on general grounds.
Another interesting question is to understand the holographic dictionary for TT -deformed CFTs beyond the classical level. Since the two-dimensional TT deformation is defined for arbitrary N , it should in principle be possible to study 1/N corrections systematically and establish a precise match between field-theoretical observables and gravitational ones. In fact, one of the biggest advantages of the viewpoint advocated in this article is the concrete possibility to perform precision holography, which should teach us important lessons about the large N behaviour of TT -deformed CFTs on the one hand, and about how to extend the rules of holography to cases in which the boundary theory is non-local on the other.
Finally, note that our analysis only refers to bottom-up holographic constructions. In string-theoretical constructions, however, an additional compact space is always present, and the double-trace deformations are known to introduce non-localities, both from the point of view of the higher-dimensional space-time and from that of the string worldsheet [66] . It would thus be very interesting to understand the effect of the TT deformation at the level of ten-dimensional supergravity and, taking a step further, that of the full string theory in the bulk, along the lines of [67, 68] . The resulting flow equations are summarized in (2.11). As a particularly interesting consequence, observe that the deforming operator does now flow In the last step, we have used the same identity that we used in (A.2). Let us also work out the exact solution for γ [µ] . Using
we find
